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Abstract. Fetal brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers exquisite images of the developing brain but is not suitable for anomaly screening. For this ultrasound (US) is employed. While expert sonographers
are adept at reading US images, MR images are much easier for nonexperts to interpret. Hence in this paper we seek to produce images with
MRI-like appearance directly from clinical US images. Our own clinical
motivation is to seek a way to communicate US findings to patients or
clinical professionals unfamiliar with US, but in medical image analysis
such a capability is potentially useful, for instance, for US-MRI registration or fusion. Our model is self-supervised and end-to-end trainable.
Specifically, based on an assumption that the US and MRI data share
a similar anatomical latent space, we first utilise an extractor to determine shared latent features, which are then used for data synthesis.
Since paired data was unavailable for our study (and rare in practice), we
propose to enforce the distributions to be similar instead of employing
pixel-wise constraints, by adversarial learning in both the image domain
and latent space. Furthermore, we propose an adversarial structural constraint to regularise the anatomical structures between the two modalities during the synthesis. A cross-modal attention scheme is proposed to
leverage non-local spatial correlations. The feasibility of the approach to
produce realistic looking MR images is demonstrated quantitatively and
with a qualitative evaluation compared to real fetal MR images.

1

Introduction

Ultrasound (US) imaging is widely employed in image-based diagnosis, as it is
portable, real-time, and safe for body tissue. Obstetric US is the most commonly
used clinical imaging technique to monitor fetal development. Clinicians use
fetal brain US imaging (fetal neurosonography) to detect abnormalities in the
fetal brain and growth restriction. However, fetal neurosonography suffers from
acoustic shadows and occlusions caused by the fetal skull. MRI is unaffected
by the presence of bone and typically provides good and more complete spatial
detail of the full anatomy [13]. On the other hand, MRI is time-consuming and
costly, making it unsuitable for fetal anomaly screening, but it is often used for
routine fetal brain imaging in the second and third trimester [2]. Therefore, we
seek to generate MR images of fetal brains directly from clinical US images.
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Fig. 1. (a) Overview of the proposed framework. Images from left to right: original US,
pre-processed US, and the synthesised MR; (b) assumption of the shared latent space.

Medical image synthesis has received growing interest in recent years. Most
prior work has focused on the synthesis of MR/CT (computed tomography)
images [19,11,17] or retinal images [4]. Some works simulate US for image alignment [9,8]. Prior to the deep learning era, medical image synthesis was primarily
based on segmentation and atlases. Taking MR-to-CT image synthesis as an
example, in segmentation-based approaches [1,5], different tissue classes are segmented for the MR image, followed by an intensity-filling step to generate the
corresponding CT image. Atlas-based methods [16,3] first register an MR atlas
to the input MRI, and then apply the transformation to synthesise the corresponding CT image from a CT atlas. However, these methods highly depend
on the accuracy of segmentation and registration. With the popularity of deep
learning techniques, recent convolutional neural network (CNN) based methods
have achieved promising results for image synthesis. Some works [14,11,19] have
directly learned the mapping from MR to CT via a CNN architecture, assuming
a large number of MR-CT data pairs. To overcome a paired data requirement,
other approaches [17,18] have utilised a CycleGAN architecture [20] for imageto-image translation. Although they do not need perfectly registered data, previous methods have either needed weakly paired data (from the same subject)
or supervision from other auxiliary tasks (segmentation). In addition, the aforementioned works do not consider synthesis from US images, which is much more
challenging than anatomical imaging (CT/MR) due to its more complex image
formation process.
In this paper, we propose an anatomy-aware framework for US-to-MR image
synthesis. An overview of the proposed framework is shown in Fig. 1. Based on an
assumption that US and MR modalities share a common latent representation,
we design an anatomically constrained learning approach to model the mapping
from US to MR images, that is achieved via an adversarial learning architecture.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to synthesise MR images
from unpaired US images in a self-supervised manner. The proposed method is
evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively, which demonstrate that, even
with highly-imbalanced data, neurologically-realistic images can be achieved.

2

Method

Given a fetal neurosonography image, our work aims to generate the corresponding MRI-like image. In this section, we present the proposed framework for
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the proposed anatomy-aware synthesis framework (the blue
block in Fig. 1(a)). Detailed structures of the Cross-modal Attention and EdgeNet
modules are shown on the right side. The locker symbol indicates a frozen layer.

US-to-MR image synthesis. Specifically, the US image is first pre-processed [10]
to provide spatially normalised data. Then we employ an original data-driven
learning-based approach to synthesise the corresponding MR image from the US
input. The design of the proposed anatomy-aware synthesis framework is shown
in Fig. 2. Given a source US image, the corresponding MR image is synthesised
with reference to the real MR image domain. As our available US and MR data
is unpaired, constraints on both pixel-level (rec. loss) and feature-level (dis. loss)
are proposed to ensure anatomical consistency during the synthesis. Referring to
Fig. 2 during inference/test, only blocks A, B, C and Attention are used. Next,
we describe the key steps in the proposed framework in detail.
2.1

Anatomy-Aware Synthesis

Paired fetal brain US and MR data is uncommon in clinical practice, and in
our case was not available. Therefore, directly learning the mapping from US
to MR using conventional deep learning based methods is not applicable to our
task. As a result, we propose to model the task as a synthesis framework by
enforcing the synthesised MR images to lie in a similar data distribution to
real MR images. However, a valid and important constraint is that clinically
important anatomical structures should be correctly mapped between the two
modalities. Thus we specifically design anatomy-aware constraints to guarantee
that the synthesis process is anatomically consistent.
Anatomical feature extraction: It is rare to have clinical MR and US of the
same fetus at the same gestational age, and even if available, the data is not
simultaneously co-registered as has often been assumed in other medical image
analysis work [19,11]. This makes the modelling of the mapping quite difficult.
Without the availability of paired data, we assume the US and MR images share
a similar anatomical latent space (Fig. 1(b)). Based on this assumption, we
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propose to extract the underlying anatomical features and synthesise the corresponding MR domain data from it, instead of from the original image domain.
Specifically, we utilise an autoencoder (encoder-A→decoder-B) to extract the
latent features, as shown in the bottom-left part of the framework (Fig. 2). Asn
sume xiU i=1 the set of n original US images where xiU ∈ XU is the ith image,
the extracted anatomical feature y i can be formulated as y i = F (xiU ) where F ()
is the extractor.
Bi-directional latent space consistency: The extracted anatomical features
are fed into a decoder-C to generate a synthesised MR image. Since there is no
pixel-level supervision available for Synth. MR, we propose to add a backwardinference path (encoder-D→decoder-E) in the reverse direction that reconstructs
the original US image. At the end of the encoder for this reverse path, the
encoded feature in the latent space can be extracted. Denoting this encoded
feature as ybi , we propose a bi-directional latent space consistency constraint,
based on the anatomical-feature-sharing assumption. This constraint enforces y i
and ybi to be similar in latent feature distribution, by a discriminator (Bi-latent
block in Fig. 2) accompanied with adversarial learning.
Structural consistency: The anatomical feature extraction module encodes
the main structure of the US image. However, for the MR domain data the
image structure is quite different in appearance than in the US domain. To
synthesise realistic MR images, we propose to constrain the structures of the
Synth. MR and the Real MR to be similar. Due to the unpaired nature of our
task, we enforce the structures to lie in a similar distribution. Specifically, we
extract the edges of the Synth. MR and Real MR by an EdgeNet and measure
edge similarity by a structural discriminator (Structural block in Fig. 2). The
detailed structure of the EdgeNet is illustrated in Fig. 2 top-right, which consists
of four 3 × 3 convolutional layers with parameters fixed.
2.2

Cross-modal Attention

As described to this point, MR image synthesis is mainly guided by the latent
features y i from the end of encoder-A. To provide cross-modal guidance, we
propose a cross-modal attention scheme between the US decoder-B and the MR
decoder-C, shown as the Attention (red) block in Fig. 2. To this end, the US
features are reformulated as self-attention guidance for MR image generation,
and the guidance is implicitly provided at the feature level. This attention scheme
simply consists of several 1 × 1 convolutional layers with a residual connection,
which has no influence on the original feature dimension.
We denote the features (R-US in Fig. 2) from the US decoder-B as fU and
the features (S-MR in Fig. 2) from the MR decoder-C as fM , the revised feature
after the cross-modal attention scheme can be formulated as: feM = η(δ(fU )T ·
φ(fU ) · g(fM )) + fM , where η, δ, φ, g are linear embedding functions and can be
implemented by 1 × 1 convolutions. By using cross-modal attention, the features
do not only consider local information (favoured by CNNs) but also non-local
context features from both self- and cross-modal guidance.
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Joint Adversarial Objective

Here we formally define the objective functions for model training. As mentioned before and illustrated in Fig. 2, there are two objectives: a pixel-level
reconstruction objective and a distribution similarity objective. The pixel-level
reconstruction is achieved by an L1-norm, while the distribution similarity is
achieved by the discriminator in adversarial learning [7].
For the forward direction (US-to-MR), we denote the reconstructed US as
x̂U ∈ XˆU , the latent feature as y ∈ Y, the synthesised MR and real MR as
x̂M ∈ X̂M and xM ∈ XM respectively. The forward objective is defined as:
{min Lf | Lf = λLlat + Lapp + Lstru },

(1)

Llat = ExU ∈XU kGU (F (xU )) − xU k1 ,

(2)

Lapp = ExM ∈XM (Dapp (xM )) + Ey∈Y log(1 − Dapp (GM (y))),

(3)

Lstru = ExM ∈XM (Dstru (E(xM ))) + Ey∈Y log(1 − Dapp (E(GM (y)))).

(4)

Here GU is the decoder-B used to generate the reconstructed US, GM is the
decoder-C to synthesise the MR, and x̂U = GU (F (xU )), x̂M = GM (y). Dapp
and Dstru are the discriminators (by four conv layers) to measure appearance
and structure similarity respectively. E represents the EdgeNet. λ is a weighting
parameter to balance the objective terms and is empirically set to 10.
For the reverse (backward-inference) path, the back-inferred US from the
Synth. MR is denoted as x
eU ∈ XeU and the back-inferred feature at the end of
back
back
encoder-D as y
∈Y
, the reverse objective is defined as:
{min Lr | Lr = λLproj + Lback
app + Lbi },

(5)

Lproj = Ex̃U ∈X̃U ,xU ∈XU kx̃U − xU k1 ,

(6)

back
back
back
Lback
))),
app = ExU ∈XU (Dapp (xU )) + Ey back ∈Y back log(1 − Dapp (GBU (y

Lbi = Ey∈Y (Dbi (y)) + Eyback ∈Y back log(1 − Dbi (y back )).

(7)
(8)

Here GBU is the decoder-E used to back project the US and x̃U = GBU (y back ).
back
and Dbi are the discriminators to measure the backward-inference similarDapp
ity and bi-directional latent space similarity, respectively. Then the final training
model loss based on the above joint adversarial objective functions is:
L = Lf + Lr .

3
3.1

(9)

Experiments
Data and Implementation Details

We evaluated the proposed synthesis framework on a dataset consisting of healthy
fetal brain US and MR volume data. The fetal US data was obtained from a
multi-centre, ethnically diverse dataset [12] of 3D ultrasound scans collected
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from normal pregnancies. We obtained the MR data from the CRL fetal brain
atlas [6] database and data scanned at Hammersmith hospital. As proof of principle, we selected US and MR data at the gestational age of 23 weeks. In total,
we used 107 US volumes and 2 MR volumes, from which approximately 36,000
2D slices were extracted for US and 600 slices for MR. We used 80% of the total
data as the training and validation set, and the remaining 20% for testing. Our
model was implemented by simple conv, up-conv, and max-pooling layers. Skip
connections were added between each encoder-decoder pair to preserve structural information. An Nvidia Titan V GPU was utilised for model training. The
complete model was trained end-to-end. The testing phase only takes an US scan
as input without any discriminators and the reverse path.
3.2

Evaluation Metrics

Since we are not using US-MR paired data, traditional evaluation metrics like
PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) and SSIM (Structural Similarity) cannot
be applied. Therefore, we evaluated the quality of the synthesised MRI using
two alternative metrics: 1) the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) and 2) a Jacobianbased registration metric. The MOS is expressed in a rating range between 1
and 5, in which 5 indicates excellent while 1 bad. The MOS test was performed
by two groups (2 medical experts and 11 beginners) with 80 samples shown
to each participant. For the registration-based objective score, we performed a
deformable registration (FFD [15]) between the synthesised MR and the real
MR at a similar imaging plane, and then computed the average Jacobian of the
deformation (normalised to [0,1]) required to achieve this. We assume a highquality synthesised MRI will have a lower Jacobian for the registration.
3.3

Results

We present synthesised MR results and image synthesis quality evaluations. In
the testing phase, all the discriminators were removed, leaving only the anatomical feature extractor and the synthesis decoder, which took the test US image
as input. Several synthesised MR results with the corresponding US input samples are shown in Fig. 3. Note that the last column shows a real MR example
for comparison (not in direct correspondence to the synthesised one). From the
results, we observe that the visual appearance of the synthetic MR images is
very similar to the real ones, and is visually superior to the results from CycleGAN [20]. In addition, anatomical structures are well preserved between the
source US and the synthetic MR image in each case.
Quantitative results are reported in Table 1. We compare our method with
the vanilla autoencoder (AE ), GAN [7], and CycleGAN [20]. We also performed
an ablation study by removing the bi-directional latent consistency (w/o bi-lat)
module, removing the structural consistency module (w/o struct.), or removing
the cross-modal attention module (w/o att.). The results in Table 1 suggest that
the proposed method performs better than the other possible solutions, and also
supports the inclusion of each proposed term in our model.
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Fig. 3. Qualitative performance on the US-to-MR image synthesis. Each row shows
an example sample. From left to right are the original raw US, pre-processed US,
synthesised MR by CycleGAN [20] and Ours (with its counterparts), and the reference
real MR. *Note that the last column is NOT the exact corresponding MR images.

Method

AE GAN CycleGAN Ours (w/o bi-lat) Ours (w/o struct.) Ours (w/o att.) Ours Real

MOS↑

Table 1. Quantitative evaluation on our synthesised MR images for MOS test (on
both experts and beginners) and deformation score, with the comparison to several
possible solutions. MOS the higher the better while deformation the lower the better.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented to our knowledge the first attempt to synthesise
MRI-like fetal brain data from unpaired US data, by a new anatomy-aware
self-supervised framework. Specifically, we first extract shared features between
the two imaging modalities and then synthesise the target MRI by a group
of anatomy-aware constraints. A cross-modal attention scheme was introduced
to incorporate non-local guidance across the different modalities. Experimental
results demonstrated the proposed framework effectiveness both qualitatively
and quantitatively, with comparison to alternative architectures. We believe the
proposed method may be useful within analysis tasks such as US-MR alignment
and for communicating US findings to paediatricians and patients. While we
made the first step for US-to-MR synthesis in 2D in this paper, the extension to
3D synthesis would be an interesting direction to explore in future work.
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